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INTRODUCTION 

The following pages comprise a translation of a 

&eetion or the ~~if:~~ (Vimalakirti-nirde~a stttra; 

Taisho Issaikyo, 475; Nanjio, 1461 ), together with th-e joi-nt 

commentary or Seng Ch •ao ( Mil and KumArjiva, to which 

a number of 1nterpretati_ve and exegetical notes have been 

added. The texts used have been those published in the Fu

hs~eh · Tetung Shu edit1on. 2 This is the version translated 

by Kumarjlva from the Sanskrit, probably somewhere between 

A.D. 401 and 413. The commentator Seng Ch•ao was his con

temporary and student, dying a_ year later than his teacher 

in 414. 

The coDDllentary has not hitherto been translated 

into any Western language, though an English version of 

the sutra itself was prepared by Hokei Idumi a number of 

years ago, and appeared in a journal, long out of print~ 

published in Japan, and to which we have not had access. 3 

launyu Nanjio. A Catalogue of the Chinese Translation of 
che Buddhist Tripitaka. (OXford, 1883; Tokyo, 192g.) 

21101! Shanghai, Fu-hslleh Shu-ehH Yin-hsing. 

-~· '"~prti. t;r;~~* ~~ "'-'1~~~ Shanghai, I-hslleh Shu-chll. 

3HO"ke·i Idumi .- "Vimalakirti 1 s Discourse on Emancipation. 11 

The Eastern Buddhist, 11, iii, and iv. Kyoto. 
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This sutra is regarded as one of the most pro

round docum-ents in the llahayana Tripi'tfaka, and its main 

character is the Maha-Bodhisattva Vimalaklrti. He is 

shown, not as a member of the Sangha, .but as a well-to-

do merchant, who~ on attaining realizntion, was or· great 

assistance to the Buddha in expounding the dharma. N.ah~

yana Buddhists attac.h great importance to Vimalakirti, 

since he exempli.t'ies the fact that one does not need to 

be a monk or nun in order to attain bodhi or "awakening 11
• 

This sutra is used by the following schools of 

Buddhism: 1. The Ch 1 an Tsung School {Zen) 

2~ The Mi-Tsung School, otherwise known as 
Chen-Yen (or in Japanese, the ~~ 

Shingon School) irl-'l~ 

3. The T•ien T•ai Tsung School ~1§1~ 
We have selected this particular passage for 

translation because of a growing interest amone students· 

or Buddhism in the psychological aspect of its pTactice, 

as distinct from questions of history and literary form~ 

This text is one of the most authori·ta.tive sources on the 

-nature of Mahayana Buddhist meditation-practice,---- a 

subject which bas been vastly misunderstood in the Western 

world. 

2 



It should be pointed out that the translation of 

texts of this type involve some spec-ial problems of' language, 

_since the Chinese of these sutras not only involv-es a special 

terminology but also transliteration of certain Sanskrit 

words, where the ideographs are used for their sound and 

not for their meaning. Furthermore, the kind o_f language 

is far removed from both classical and modern Chinese, and 

has a highly compressed style, the comprehension of which 

is exceedingly difficult without a good knowledge of Bud-

dhist literature. 

We have had recourse to two principal d!ctionar-

ies in this work, the Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist Terms 

by Soothill and Hodous, 4 and -the 

{Fu-hsHeh Ta Tz'u-tien). 5 

4w.E.Soothill and L. Hodous. A Dictionary of Chinese Bud
dhist Terms. (Londony 1937) 

5shanghai, I-hsHeh Shu-chti. 16 vols. 
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At that time, the Elder Vimalak!rti bethought 

hLmsel£ to lie down upon his bed, being sick. The World

Honored One, the All-Compassionate, could never refrain 

from sympathy, for the Buddha understood Vimalaklrt1 1 s 

intention. Thereupon he said to Sariputra, "You go and 

visit Vimalakirti, and inquire as to his sickness.'' • 

.Sariputra replied frankly to the Buddha, "Honored of the 

Worlds, I am not worthy to repre~ent you in visiting him 

and inquirine about his sickness. How is this so? I 

remembered that I was once meditating in the ~orest un

derneath a tree, when Vimalaklrti cam~ by and spoke to 

me, saying: '0 §ariputr-a, i ·t is not necessary to sit 

thus to practice Yoga. For he who (truly} practices yoga 

does not manifest his body and mind in the three worlds. 

This is to practice yoga. 

6 



Not to rai~e up thoughts, not to eliminate 

thoughts, not to abide in samadhi_, and a·t the same time 

to appear in all the di gnities. This is to practiee yoga. 

Not to forsake the path of the ·nharma, and yet to ene age 

in common af.fairs. This is to practice yog_a.. In the 

mind (-See notes) to avoid both introver.sion and extraver

sion, this is to practice yoga. To behold all thinc s with 

mind unmoved, and yet to cultivate the thirty~seven kinds 

o.f discipline. This is to practice yoga. Not to cut .off 

the passions ( kle S:a) .and ye.t to enter 1 nto nirvana. This 

is to practice yoga. If you can meditate in this way, you 

can reeetve the sanction (seal) of Buddha.' When, World-

Honored One, I had heard these words spoken, I fell silent 

and stopped (what I had been doing). I am unable to add 

more to this report. For this reason I am not worthy to 

visit him, and ask about his sickness." 

: . I 
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THE COMI.f.ENTARY OF SENG-CH'AO AND KUM'ARAJ1VA 

Cb•ao says: . Superior goo·dness iB like "ater. 

Therefore it favors not only the degraded and the eminent 

but also the good and the human-hearted. For t~s reason, 

.1 t is able to accommodate 1 tself' to ci·rcumstances "1 thout 

11m1 ts. When goodness is in ac·tion, 1 t encounter~ peo r• lc, 

no matter in what .number, without neglect. It ~n~lee 

with the wrong-thinking of sentient beings, and thus can 

sympathize with their sickness.. The World--Honored and 

A~l-Compas·sionate One must invariably .see (bu.'1Uln slckno es} 

and condescend to inquire about 1 t. This i .s an occasion 

!'or spreading the Tao and tha·t this benefits so many, 

manifests the original intention of Vimalakirti's 'sick-

ness•. 

9 
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According to the Sravakal doctrine, the anasrava-

j ... 2 p 3 pra na o~ the arhat is better than the laukikaprajfia of 

the Bodhisattva. According to the doctrine of' the Maha

yana, the Bodhisattvas has both theee f'orms of prajfia. and 

is thus superior (to the arhats). I am now using the Sra

vaka do·ctrlne to clarif'y the di:f'ference between the llahii-

yana and the Hinayana. The reason why (the Buddha) called 

upon this disciple was because Sariputra. had the hi ghest 

degree of prajna of all his disciples. It was for thi·s 

reason that he was as·ked first. The reason why the Buddha 

so commanded him was that he knew that Sariputra was still 

~perfect. He wanted to reveal through ~ariputra, Vimala-

k!rtirs remarkable and excellent ·skill in discussion. 

Therefore he arranged this gathering to stimulate all who 

were present. Furthermor.e _, he reque-sted an abundance 

of people to attend, because he wanted each one of them 

to reveal Vimalakirti 's virtue and understanding·, as '11'ell 

as his adaptability, his skill in dlseussion, and his 

prajna, all without •fixed method'. 

1 f Lit., a 'hearer•, one in the first of the our stages of 
of the Hinayana. 

2 ·• Other-worldly wisdom'· 

3rTbis-worldly wisdom•. 
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Ch'ao says: This refers to the Yo ga appropriate 

to the Dharmakaya. Form and spirit are both extinguished. 

When methods- have ceased, there is the eternal state, 

which cannot be attained -by seeing and hearing . How is 

it possible ror one to manifest bodily in the three worlds, 

to discipline the mind (manas) and yet be in s~m~dhi? 

§ariputra s t i 11 has this earthly re tr i but 1 ve body, as we-ll 

as the earthly mind rooted in him. Therefore being a.monr; 

people will arouse worldly disturbance, for which reason 

he meditates under a tree because he is not yet able to 

extinguish spirit and form without trace (Vimalakirti 

speaks to his condition in this way). Whenever one begins 

to teach, the intention is to give benefit to many. So 

how can it retain the distinction thou and I, and keep in 

mind the distinction of yes and no? 

13 
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The Hinayanist enters the samadhi of complete 

extinction (nirvikalpa-asamprajflata) and his countenance 

beco~es like dead wood; Vimalak!rti enters into the sa-

~dhi of True Suchness. The proce-ss of thinking is per

manently surpassed, and the form (of his true nature) 

passes through the eight primor~ial elements to the. ut

most limits. In accordance with the seed-force {of any 

event), he acts towards it adapting himself to 1 t, meet--

ing it without any fixed method. In rising and moving, 

proceeding and stopping, he does not depart from the 

radiant state of Buddhahood. This is called true medi-

tation and also going to the utmost limit. In the pre

ceeding section, it -was said that body and intention are 

not manifested in the three worlds, but in thLs section 

it is said that the whole radiance (including the four 

dignities) is m.ani.fested. Thmr from no-manifestation, 

there comes the ability of no non-manifestation, and no 

non-manifestation is precisely no-manifestation's sub

stance. All you good people that are searching for the 

profound (truth), do you understand and agree with the 

identity and the difference here explained? 

15 
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Ch 1 ao -says : The Hinayana (at tal ns a nirvana) 

:h excludes -and is separate from birth and death 

~ara), and thus cannot attain an enlightment ~hich 

1armonious with all circumstances. Vimalakrrti re-

,a good and evil to an identical principle, the dharma 

common afrairs to one consideration, and thus to 

everyday with common affairs is to deal everyday 

1 the Dharma. Thus it came about that Vlmalak"Irti could 

· at home. Hence his importance (to us). 

17 
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Kumarajiva says: The wise sage's pacifying of 

his mind is what is called introversion. ·The ordinar:r 

person's galloping after conceptions is what is called 

extraversion. 1Nhen it says neither introversion nor 

extraversion, it means (the state in which the mind) is 

both internal and external. 

19 
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Ch•ao says: With reference to 'all views' there 

are altogether sixty-two kinds or false views. View! which 

one takes self-consciously are all views which one will 

have to abandon; this necessitate~ the practice of (the 

thirty-seven) discipl-ines of the Way. A g_reat sage ob-

serves all his views as having th& true nature, and this 

prec-Isely is the discipline -of the Way. Thus he n-ei the_r 

adheres to nor forsakes all views and yet is not involved 

in practicing the dis-cipline of the Vfay. 
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Kumarjlva says: Klega is nirvana, thererore 

he does not entertain the idea or cutting orr (kle~a) 

and then entering (nirvana). 

23 
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INTERPRETATIVE NOTES 

1. It is indi.cated that at this time there is 

a meeting of' Vimalak"'rti and the Buddha which is not on 

the physical level. In Buddhist symbolism-this is repre- · 

sented as a coming together of the ( •• - lit. pre

cious umbr-ellas), in suc-h a way that the larger one cov

ering the Buddha includes the smaller one- covering Vima-

lakirti. In Buddhist iconography-the precious umbrella 

is shown as a vast horizontal halo covering the ·heads of 

Buddhas and Bod.hisa t ·tvas .• 

2. It is understood, too, that at this moment the minds 

o.f the Buddha and Vimalak!rti had a cormnon intention_ .. 

3. This meeting is understood as a case of •pratyaya•, 

that i~ of karmic affinity between the two. 

The term Elder, as applied to Vir.ta.lak'Irti, i .s 

understood to signify a person whose merit and virtue are 

of transparent clarity, attaining a 'brightness dazzling 

to- the eyesl. He is one who knows the special means of' 

action appropriate to each single one of the 84,000 sense

objects. The term Elder is not given to one who simply 

excels in wisdom, but to one who has in addition this 

special knowledg-e. And it would be regarded as boastful 

for any lesser person to claim this ·title. 

24 
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Vimalakirti • s hi_story and qualifications are 

described in detail in the second chapter of the sutra, 

where he is represented as one who has attained the very 

limits of merit without artificiality, and to be a living 

Buddha in this world. 

Buddhist psychology di.vides the inner structure 

of man ·into three spheres: 1. ~ 
2 .. ~ PR 

3. ~ 

Buddha-nature-

Vi.jne.na 

Manas 

In order to understand, he withdraws 

his sense-perception lnto supreme void. This is because 

Vimalak"'rti wishes to understand the reas.on why he cannot-

convey realization to others, which is the meaning of his 

bei·ng called t sick'. He withdraws the sense-vijnana int.o 

the amalavijnana, to acquire profound understanding on how 

to proceed. He can enter into delusive circumstances and 

yet not be tainted by them, and can cause living beings to 

ask those questions, which will enable him to exolain the 

doctrine clearly. •Lying down': an ordinary man would say 

that he was practi.cing witharawal of sense-consciousness. 

All living beings are said to be 'sick' in the ~ensa that 

-they have not attained a realization of the perfect Dharma , 

25 
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and so have not renounced attachments. They conruse Ch'an 

meditation with putting their hands (palms) together. The 

Ch 1 an sect regards complete re-laxation of the mind as sama

dhi, and for this the best way is to lie down. 

He ~s called a World-Honoured Buddha 

because in his great co~passion, he has the ·proround and 

simultaneous understanding of ·the world in all its detail_s. 

This is to say that a Buddha will never be a 

loo!{.er-on, who does not respond to another pe.rson 1 s de

sire. 

When the Buddha condescends to loolc down upon 

-being_s, he does not actually see any· bein~s, which may be 

-explained as follows: (Diamond Sutra) The loo~ing do~n 

(condescending eye} is the Buddha's skillful response to 

the desire of a being who imagines himself to exist but 

does not actually exist. The problem is how to convey the 

brightness (i.e ... , the awakened consciou-s-ness) of the Buddha 

to another person in such a way as to bring him into a re

lationship with the Buddha. In this instance,- the Buddha 

uses his 'condescending eye • to form a relations-hip with 

Vimalaklrti. 

26 
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The meaning of Buddha's compassion is not re-

stricted to the particular need of any individual but in

cludes all l ·iving beings whatsoever ... 

The meaning or Vimalakirti•~ lying on the bed, 

is that he is cultivating the " ~ }jil~ " (the activating 

conscious), which is a state of deep meditation, wherein 

he can communicate his- thoughts directly to the Buddha .• 

I£ he were to formulate it in thoughts qnd ideas, he would 

still be in the sta.ge or state or " ~ ~ -;fi;R II 

artificiality, where spiritual methods of seeking are still 

in use. 

Wha-t is s-ignified here is an ac.tian 

following naturally and immediately upon what has gone be

.fore, since the Buddha acts without ei the.r hurry or delay. 

S-iiriputra is the third of the Buddha's ten great disciples. 

He is pre-eminent in wisdom (prajna), so virtuous in con

duet that he is invited to be a go-between for the Buddha. 

If he can be chosen to go as a representative 

of the Buddha, it is- only because he has untiringly prac

ticed perfect merit and the BUddha's doctrine which is· de

scribed as •deep as the ocean, untainted, inseparable, and 

27 -1 ·' 



unconfused ,_. 

~ 
iiR The point here is _preserving the 'Dharma deep as the 

ocean' £rom error and explaining it fully. The problem is 

on the one hand to have a complete understanding of the 

'Dharma as deep as the ocean•, and at the same time to have 

a detailed comprehension of the 84,000 sense-objects. It 

is a diff'ic-ul t tasl<. to represent the Buddha and to explain 

the Dharma to others in such a way that it will be possible 

~or them to -enter into awak.ening, and to be able to go 

along with •·the Dharma as deep as the ocean' without dis

tor-ting its true principles. 

The Buddha had two reasons for send-

ing ~ariputra: 1. He wanted to open ~ariputra 1 s understand-

ing of his own original nature, and also to bring himself 

(the Buddha) together with Vimalakrrti. 2. The Buddha 

completely understood the 'sickness' in ~ariputra•s medita

tion practi-ce. It is a fundamental principle or· Buddhism 

that the sickness of sentient beings is their inability 

to let go the bitter ocean of kle~a. 

The word. translated as •salute 1• 

· is actually twhite 1 because what is signified .is the purity 

28 
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of heart and the carefree happiness of the original nature. 

He puts his hands and fore-arms together with swinging 

sleeves as a mark of absolute sincerity and respect for the 

Buddha. In his essence, he is not tainted, there is no 

lagging yet no hurry. He is not flustered, and opportunely 

·~egins to address the Buddha, speaking very respectfully, 

yet at the same time with a faint smil-e which broadens. At 

this moment, his inner wis·dom is most penetrating and far-

reaching, admirable without effort. 

We have translated as 1 world 1 , a character 

which means age or generation, which refers to the many 

gener~tions of followers of the Buddha. 

The word 'I • ., is used as a mere conven-

tional designation o~ Sariputra, without implyine that he 

thinks of himself as an ego. 

S!riputra feels himself unable to be 

the Buddha's emissary to Virnalakirti because of the latter's 

superior knowledge. 

Sariputra 1 s refusal seems to be disobey-

ing the Buddha • s command, but he i .s really trying to find 

29 
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out the sense or reason of the co~~and and so tells the rol-

lowing story. (In Buddhism, remembering is •turning your 

light inwardly•.} 

Ordinary people remember by effort, by 

repetition, by searching the mind, but it is said that 8n 

awakened person who has realized his- original nature finds 

that memories· come to him whenever necessary to use them 

and cease when they are not needed. 

This can be understood as a £igurative 

expre.s-sion for entering into sa.'Tladhi in the- forest of Ch' an 

(Zen). 

This- a Chinese equivalent of the Sanskrit 

term yoga; 11 t., 'contented_ sitt-ing', that is, sitting cross 

legged with hands together in a state of mind which is plea-

sant, peaceful, and leisurely. 

While yoga or meditation 

practice is used in Buddhism, it is not to be considered 

literally indispensable to the awaken mind. The lit~ral 

a-ct o£ sitting cannot comprehend the vastness of the Dharma 

30 
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and therefore sitting must be understood figuratively as a 

constant stat·e of mind carried on in walking, sitting, 

standing. and lying (the 4 dignities). 

Vimalakirti is s peaking here or the true 

samadhi dharma-entrance. True samadhi invol.ves the comple-

tion of the eight cardinal virtues together with repetanc& 

and d-ete-rmina-tion,. qualifying him to enter upon the inner 

side or Ch 1an. This 1-a to have the vie-wpoint ol' not fol

lowing along with. e.rroneous thoughts_, not being attached to 

evil thoughts. Being predisposed to virtues and yet ·not 

clinging to any special form of mind. It is to be inwardly 

joyous, :Cree from tedium, pea.c-ef'ul,_ and leisurely. The sa-

madhi of prajna will then naturally arise. In this state 

there is .harmoniousness of' body and mind, and since no 

disturbing thoughts arise, there are none to be- extinguish

ed. The mdnd. remains uncolored by the circumstances aris-

ing from past karma, and does not dwell upon the 10,000 

conditions which come unceasingly before the eyes. 

•Not in the three worlds' is understood 

as rollows: In true yoga-sitting, one does not appear in 

the upper world to declare himself in a pompous way; nor 

does he manifest egotisically himself in the middle world 
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making big talk about the Dharma, and trying to prove that 

he is a great master, using the Diamond Sutra (Chapt. 30) 

in a reverse way to' delight in grading people in many levels 

according to their attainment. In t.he lower world, he doe-s 

not show himsel~ orr as a great ego, who has completed Bud

dhahood and is able to sa-ve all sentient beings. 

He must not claim that he is detached from mis-

fortunes, and bad karma, and that he abides constantly in 

the grea.t Dharma and is able to help others liberally. Nor 

must he take the position that inferior pe-ople must come 

crawling to him, to be received only if they are extremely 

careful. 

Manas refers to all kinds of idea-

tion.: in the upper world 1 t is to consider oneself as a 

Buddha of the highest rank; in the middle world it is to 

flatter ones-elf through ~ol"lowers offering one much praise, 

respect, and gifts; in the lower world it is to style one

sel.f as having accomplishe-d all merit, and to ha..ve complete

ly cut o-r-r all entangle!l'lent with every type of evil kar:na. 

from former lives. 

At the time of yoga, the point is not 
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to raise up thoughts:. this means ·that coming and going 

amid ~c conditions, one refrains from ideation and so 

is prevented rrom defilement by the objects of sense. By 

continued practice in this way, one attains Bodhi for one

self, practicing the or·thodox Dharma and peace . .ful detach

ment. This is called nirodh.a (cessat·ion). The attainment 

o£ nirodha will multiply the reverberations of past karma 

and ideations will sweep back into the mind in wave after 

wave; and yet the calmness of the mind will remain as ever. 

This is called s~dhi. 

harmony such 

This term refers to the countlesa types of 

as: 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

natural harmony 

quiet & easy harmony 

cheerful harmony 

exhuberant harmony 

~1E~ 
~lJJ1-· 
~M.
fi~-

5. peaceful & quie.t harmony ~'"~ 
6. clear suchness harmony rrt"!m• 

All the-se will enable- a person to re-ach the state of spon

taneous and. accomodating harmony.~ f'&.~-

The term 1majestic 1 (prabhava) refers to the Bud-

dhist doctr.ine of the types of radiance associated with 

the various degrees and aspects of Buddhahood, i.e., the 
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clear light or radiance, the snow-white licht~ the golden 

mass light, the Buddhist-lotus light, and me-ans the ability 

to realize 'innumerable kinds of radiance as refined as 

gold t. 

fl o &it~~ This character -fl means deport

ment and according to this sutra it refers to the purity 

of color or the Buddha nature. It also means ~reatness 

for the reason that whoever is able to practice it dili

gently and to experience it 1n everyday conditions comes 

step by step to a vast and thorough understanding of the 

TathAgata Ch•an, the True Dharma Treasure. 

For the person who is proficient in 

the moral discipline of Buddhism and goes throueh circ~~

stances without concealment and deception, there is no 

necessity to remind. himself of the Way by words and 

thoughts, since he is -led by his original nature or Self. 

'N.hen he is involved in -the circumstances arising from past 

karma, he doe-s not mentally take hold of the doc·trine with 

its rules to examine it, for this would be to attach to 

shape- and color or manifested forms. 

If the following of the 
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Way depends upon thinking about it, a person will not be 

able to enter into ordinary affairs: 1.-e., pra.t y aya, klesa, 

etc., without being tainted by circumstances and attach

ments as if he were trapped in a deep ravine. 

This refers to the state of nedltation-

practice in which a person does not have thoughts and i~eas 

coming and going repetitively in dense masses ·nor does he 

selfconsciously banish thoughts from his mind and then en

tert-ain the idea that he has returned into the state of 

calm. 

When one is -sitting 

quietly, facing whatever- view, there should be no concern 

as to whether the hands and feet are correctly placed, 

whether the face has the proper expr-ession, whether the 

body is sitting correctly, whether everything is in accord 

with vijnana -rules, or whether one is slightly smilinc,. or 

whether the neck is straight, or whether the two knees are 

spread~ or whether the soles of the feet are sufficiently 

tarned upwards. or whether the hands are in the Buddha 

seal mudra, or whether there i .s sufficient spreadinB of 

the light. All in all, one should -not be concerned as to 

whether one is making good progress or whether the BUddha 
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in nirvana .is approving. 

A rigid way of thinking is a hin-

d.ranca- to the practice of meditation, and because of _1 t 

a multitude of confused thoughts arise. When such 

thoughts arise repetitively and the person follows them, 

he is said to be moved4 The propeP way to enter the un

moved state is to enter it calmly, without either hurry 

or delay and without coloring the self-nature -with con

stant thinking about ideas. The un~oved state should be 

natural, and during 1 t one should not let "a whole cro,vd 

o:f 1deas 11 sway and flounder around in the mind. This is

to be caught in a cage_, for although he is ignorant and 

unenlightened, he still thinks that he is in accord with 

the Truth. 

The thirty-

seven dignities: The three minds- l. The Present Mind: 

one should not d'!Vell upon t .his ':Vi th any particular attach-

ment, mulling thoughts over in a disturbed way, since obvi

ously this kind of thing can lead to craziness. 2. The 

Past Mind: This should not be allowed to work automat!-

cally, bringing up memories of resentment, grievance, and 

inJury, for this can lead to a depletion of energy. :3. 
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The Future Mind: This must be kept in control lest it act 

like a monkey or gallop around like a hors&, building cas

tles in the air. It must not over-reach 1tselr to obtain 
' 

its· goal be.fore the proper- time. 

The Four Forms- 1. Ego-Form 

2 • Human-Form 

3. The Form of Sentient Bein~s 

4. The Form of Good Fortune 
X£. 

The Seven Emotions- 1. Joy ~ 

2. Anger 

3. Sorrow 

4. Bliss 

5. Love 

6. Hate 

7. Lust 

The Six Sense ObJects- 1. Eyes ua 

The Twelve causes 

1 _. Having ftfl 
2 .• Losing ~:K 

2. 

3_.. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

(Hetu) and 

Ears lf 
Nose • 
Tongue E 
Body (Touch) ~ 

~ 

Manas l~ .. 

Conditions-

7. 

B. 

Brooding ~ 
Old Ar,e ~ 
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~. Taking nn 9. Death ~ 
4. Seeking ;R;R 10. Anxiety ~ 
s. Aequisi ti veness 11f 11. Grl.eve ~ 
6. Infatuation ~ 12. Distress lit& 
The Five Skandhas-

1. Rupa @, 

2. Vedarui" ~ 
3 • . Samjna m 
4. S8J!1skara 11" 
5 .. Vijil.ina ii~DC. 

During meditation, if a thought arise-s in the 

mind, one should not use some method ·to cut it off, neither 

should one dwell upon the thought nor linger over it in a 

stagnant way. To attempt to eliminate thinking in this way 

is like trying to eliminate grass by putting a heavy rock 

·upon 1.t. 

When the person practicing meditation regards 

the entire coming and going of thoughts as an obstruction 

to entering into calmness, he actually knows one aspect of 

yoga, but does not understand its inner aspect. Originally 

our self-nature is clear and quiet, and the point is· to re

turn to this original and perfect state, not following· con-· 
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fused, erroneous, and evil thoughts in such a way that the 

original nature is concealed. Wnere this concealment exist, 

a person might flatter himself in his meditation practice 

by believing that his present state is without error,_ not 

seeing that in the past he has failed in the careful work

ine out of his karmic affinity in daily life~ So d~ceived, 

there is a tendency for meditation-practice to become sit-

ting like a stone man, and this is an obstruction. 

For instance, in medi-

tation practice, one should not thiru{ of oneself as clear 

and calmn, for the self nature rises up unconsciously and 

then quite naturally spreads its light into the place where 

there were _formerly clouds. Nor should he claim that he 

has already- realized Bodhi, nor accumulated n~~erous merits 

and virtues such that he should enter nirvana and perfected 

Buddhahood. All this kind of false ideation should be 

abandoned, and there wil.l come a day when the original 

nature attains nirvana of itself. 
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The person practicing meditation must be able to hear the 

Dharma, and practice it in every aspect. He must be able 

to understand its true principles and not just the words. 

Then, he will be able to re-alize bliss in a pe_rfectly 

natural way (since he still does not claim any attaiR~ent). 

He ~ees the internal and external as one. He keeps up his 

practice without tiring and comes to a complete un1erstand

ing of the True Dharma.. Jie would be just the sort of per

son that the Buddha himself would accept. 
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